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GET A GRIP ON YOUR
RUBBER TRACKS

Increase the lifespan of your rubber tracks and 
undercarriage parts through good maintenance
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 ▶ LET’S GET STARTED

Maintaining your rubber tracks? It might seem a little pointless. Until you realise that the tracks are the most 
expensive component to replace on your machine. Well-maintained tracks have longer lifespans, so they save 
you money. And they reduce your fuel consumption. In fact, they increase site safety, slash machine downtime 
and optimise your productivity with your machine. How do you maintain and service your tracks? This guide 
contains all the tips and tricks you need. Make the most of it!
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 ▶ GET TO KNOW WHICH TYPES OF TRACKS EXIST
All rubber tracks may look the same. But they actually come in many different shapes. Each has its own 
benefits. And each is suited to different work environments. In fact, your machine was designed with a 
specific type of track in mind. Before you discover how to extend the life of your tracks, it’s important to 
know what type of tracks you’re using.

Mini-excavators, compact track loaders, mobile elevating work platforms and dumpers, as well as various 
other machines in construction, earth-moving and aerial lifting operate on rubber tracks. There’s a reason. 
Rubber tracks have better traction than tyres. The weight of your machine is distributed over a larger area. 
This means that no matter how wet or dirty a surface may be, tracks will give enough grip to get the job done. 

You’ll find different tread patterns on different rubber tracks. Each pattern is suited to a different application. 
Will you be driving your machine across a golf course? You’ll want a smooth traction pattern. But for a mini-
excavator that works on a construction site, you’ll want enough detail in the tread pattern to handle the ground 
conditions.
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 ▶ OPTIMISE THE LIFESPAN OF YOUR TRACKS 
WITH A LITTLE MAINTENANCE

You would expect that maintaining your machines and their vital parts would be a standard, straightforward 
procedure. However, in some cases, maintenance is not performed adequately enough. And as you now 
know, the tracks are the biggest expense in the operational life of your machine. So you’ll understand why 
it’s worth putting the effort in to properly maintain your tracks. Your wallet will thank you. 

1 Operate yOur machine prOperly

Provide anyone driving your machines with training. This way, they’ll all know how to 
operate your machine to optimise its lifespan. What will you need to do? 

 ▶ Pay attention to the sidewall of your tracks. By stopping the sidewall of your tracks 
from rubbing against hard walls such as curbs, the lifespan of your tracks is 
extended.

 ▶ Your tracks are not designed for sharp turns or turning too quickly. Avoid both and your 
tracks will survive longer. 

2 Be careful with hazardOus surfaces

Tracks allow you to drive over sharp surfaces and surfaces with stones or rocks. But we 
still advise you to avoid these situations as much as possible to avoid puncturing your 
tracks or damaging them in other ways. If possible, drive around obstacles instead of 
over them.

3 park yOur machine in a safe place 
What’s a safe place? A parking spot where it’s protected from sun and rain. Heat from 
the sun is known to cause cracks in tracks. The rain, on the other hand, corrodes metal 
parts. 

And never park your machine in a place where there are (traces of) oil and grease. Oils 
and greases have an aging effect on the rubber.



4 regularly inspect yOur ruBBer tracks and undercarriage parts fOr wear and 
tear 
Wear and tear on your undercarriage parts will affect the performance and productivity 
of your machine. The rollers, idlers and sprockets have to be checked regularly and 
replaced when necessary.

Important: when you replace the rubber tracks of your machine, you will need to replace 
certain parts of the undercarriage as well. These parts wear out together with your 
rubber tracks. This means that if your rubber tracks are worn out, the undercarriage 
parts will be too.

5 regularly check the tensiOn Of yOur tracks 
You’ll find the correct tension for your particular machine in the manufacturer’s manual. 
It’s important to have enough tension on your tracks to avoid slipping. But you don’t want 
too much tension, which will also cause damage.

What do you do if there is too little tension? Add grease to the tensioner grease cylinder. 
Is your tensioner fully extended? This means it’s time to replace your rubber track.

6 clean yOur tracks regularly

Waste and soil are an extra load for your undercarriage to deal with. You’re better off 
without them. Use water to wash them away and keep your tracks clean. And, as you read 
in the third tip about parking your machine, you want to keep your tracks free from oil 
and grease. Always inspect your tracks for these substances when you’re cleaning them.
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 ▶ AVOID DOWNTIME BY REPLACING YOUR 
TRACKS AT THE RIGHT MOMENT

What happens when the rubber tracks break on your machine? Your machine will be sidelined. Your clients, 
your work and your payday all have to wait while you arrange a replacement track ...

This is one reason why it’s best to have replacement tracks on hand and ready to go. Of course, you don’t 
only lose money if your tracks break at critical moments. You don’t want to replace your tracks if they still 
have a certain amount of life in them. Which is why it’s important to know the best time to replace your 
tracks.

Nonetheless, the four signs below will let you know your rubber tracks are on their last legs. You’ll know 
whether it’s time to place an order or plan a little mechanical surgery. You’ll also find invaluable tips and 
tricks to help you extend the life of your tracks.

1 cOnstant lOss Of tensiOn

It’s normal for rubber tracks to stretch and lose tension over time. The reasons? Everything from ambient 
temperatures to your tension wheel deflecting too far, or the problem could be caused by a leak in the grease 
cylinder. With too little tension, the track may fall off the undercarriage. We recommend checking the tension 
of your tracks every day.

Extra tip: Are you constantly losing tension? Don’t be tempted into over-tightening the tracks beyond the 
tension prescribed in your machine’s manual. Too much tension on your rubber tracks may also damage them.

2 cracks in yOur ruBBer tracks

Anything made from rubber will start to crack and tear over time. This includes your rubber tracks. The cracks 
will appear more quickly if you operate your machine incorrectly or if you work on rough terrain. Teach yourself 
and other drivers to drive around obstacles instead of over them.

3 yOur ruBBer track slips On the sprOcket wheels

You may notice your track slipping over the sprockets. This is often a sign that your rubber tracks are too loose. 
However, it may also be a sign your sprockets are worn out. Unchecked, your tracks may start running off the 
machine or the metal links could be pushed out of the rubber.

4 the metal links cOme Out Of the ruBBer

Dirt in the undercarriage can damage your rubber tracks and cause the metal links to be pushed out of the 
rubber. We recommend cleaning your tracks and the undercarriage every day. Worn sprockets are just as 
damaging to the metal links and the tracks.
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 ▶ SAVE TIME AND LEARN HOW TO REPLACE 
YOUR RUBBER TRACKS YOURSELF

If you’re sure your tracks are about to break down, it’s best not to waste time. Replace them. Either by 
arranging for them to be replaced, or by performing the replacement yourself. It’s a relatively easy process 
if you have the right knowledge and tools to complete the job. Luckily for you, TVH offers you both. Success 
is guaranteed when you follow our step-by-step guide. 

To perform this job you’ll need:

 ▶ Personal protective equipment (PPE) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ▶ The manual for your machine 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ▶ Sockets and torque wrench 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ▶ Grease (check your manual to find out which type) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ▶ Replacement sprocket wheel, idler and rollers 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ▶ Replacement rubber track



1 give yOurself adequate space and the prOper prOtectiOn

A good start is half the battle. Make sure you have enough space. Move any obstacles away and clean up any 
debris, dirt and dust. Always wear personal protective equipment (PPE), including hand and eye protection. 
Finally, keep the manual for your machine close by. It will come in handy if you need to look up technical 
information such as the optimal track tension.

2 lift the machine

Lower the front blade of your machine until the front of the track lifts off the ground. Now, push the arm down 
on the opposite side until the entire track is off the floor. The rubber track will spin freely, and you’ll be able to 
reach everything more easily.

3 empty the grease cylinder

The grease cylinder keeps the track under tension. Emptying it reduces the tension. The grease cylinder (and 
the grease nipple) are accessible via the inspection hatch on the undercarriage. Remove any sand, dirt or other 
grime inside the hatch. Squeeze the grease from the cylinder. Collect it with a piece of cloth or cardboard.

Tip: Trouble squeezing all the grease out of the cylinder? 
Try a different method. 
Place a wooden beam between the track and the sprocket. 
Start the engine. 
The wooden beam will turn with the sprocket and the grease cylinder will be emptied. 

4 remOve the Old ruBBer track

Lower your machine until the bottom of the track touches the ground. Remove the track from the idler first. It 
is best to tilt the track to remove it from the sprocket. A forklift is handy for lifting the tracks and moving them 
out of your way.

5 check the idler and the upper and lOwer rOllers fOr wear and tear.  
replace them as necessary

Make sure your rollers and the idler are still in good condition. Your manual will let you know how much wear 
and tear is acceptable. Replace them as necessary, but only when the undercarriage is dirt-free. 
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6 replace the sprOcket

Always replace the sprocket wheel when you replace your track. Why? The sprockets move against the track 
and wear out as the track wears out. If one is worn, the other is too. If you don’t replace the sprocket wheel, 
it’s likely your new track will wear out more quickly than it would otherwise. Loosen the bolts of the sprocket 
wheel. Difficulty removing the sprocket wheel? A wooden beam will help.

Clean the contact surfaces on the drive motor with sandpaper or a wire brush. Why? A build-up of rust and 
grease may have caused the old sprocket wheel to stick to the drive motor. By cleaning the drive motor, you 
create a better contact surface for the new sprocket to attach to.

Put the new sprocket wheel into position. Use a torque wrench to tighten it. The correct torque? You’ll find it in 
the manual for your machine. 

7 install yOur new track

Ask a colleague to help you with this. First, place the new track on the sprocket wheel. Your colleague then 
needs to pull the other side of the track over the idler. Use a metal bar to help you lift the hanging rubber track 
over the beam of the undercarriage. Make sure the teeth of the sprocket wheel fit into the bushes of the track. 
Finally, raise the machine so the track no longer touches the ground.
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8 refill the grease cylinder

The grease cylinder provides tension in the rubber track by pushing the idler out and tightening the track. Your 
manual will tell you the required tension of the track. You don’t want it to be too loose and definitely not too 
tight.

Extra tip: Measure the tension by measuring the distance between the bottom of the 
beam and the inside of the track with a tape measure.

9 clOse and tighten the inspectiOn dOOr

Close the inspection door again and make sure it’s tight. You’ve now replaced your track ...

10    replace the Other ruBBer track if necessary

... Which means it’s advisable to immediately replace the other one. This is definitely the case with skid steer 
loaders—they move about more than mini-excavators and put more pressure on the tracks.
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